INTRODUCTION
In [3] , Duke showed that for each orientable surface of genus g, every (3+-6g+3)-connected graph embeddable on that surface contains a Hamilton circuit. For a graph G, let a k-trestle of G be a 2-connected spanning subgraph of G of maximum degree at most k. A Hamilton circuit can be redefined as a 2-trestle. This paper shows that the high connectivity condition can be removed if the maximum degree of the spanning subgraph is allowed to increase.
Barnette [1] showed that every 3-connected planar graph has a 15-trestle. Gao [5] improved this, showing that every 3-connected graph embeddable on the plane, projective plane, torus, or Klein bottle has a 6-trestle. Since Barnette [1] found a 3-connected planar graph with no 5-trestle, Gao's result is best possible, and is stated below. For a graph G, let /(G) be the maximum Euler characteristic of a surface 7, such that G embeds in 7. Theorem 1.1 (Gao) . Every 3-connected graph G with /(G) 0 has a 6-trestle. This paper extends this result in two different ways. First, the paper will consider graphs with negative Euler characteristic. In general, it is shown that every 3-connected graph G has a (10&2/(G))-trestle. Also, if /(G) &5, then G has an (8&2/(G))-trestle. If /(G) &10, then G has a (6&2/(G))-trestle. This last result is best possible, as this paper demonstrates, for every surface of Euler characteristic / 0, a graph embeddable on that surface with no (5&2/)-trestle.
For a graph G, let a k-tree of G be a spanning tree of G of maximum degree at most k. Clearly, if a graph has a k-trestle, then it has a k-tree. For a graph G, let a k-walk of G be a spanning closed walk of G visiting each vertex at most k times. Jackson and Wormald [6] noticed that if a graph has a k-tree, then it has a k-walk.
Brunet et al. [2] conjectured that for each c 3 and for each surface 7, there is an integer k(c, 7) such that every c-connected graph that embeds in 7 has a k(c, 7)-walk. This conjecture was confirmed by Thomassen [15] for orientable triangulations and by Ellingham [4] in general. The main result of this paper gives an alternate proof of the existence of this function. In another paper [13] , the authors prove the best possible results that every 3-connected graph with Euler characteristic at most &46 has a W(6&2/)Â3X-walk and a W(8&2/)ÂX-tree.
As was mentioned before, k-trestles are a generalization of Hamilton circuits. Nash-Williams [8] conjectured that every 4-connected toroidal graph has a Hamilton circuit, or 2-trestle. Theorem 1.1 shows that 3-connected toroidal graphs have 6-trestles. This result can be improved for 4-connected graphs. This paper shows that 4-connected graphs G with /(G)=0 (to include Klein bottle graphs) have 3-trestles. This generalizes a result of Zha and Zhao [17] , who showed that these graphs have 3-trees. A related result is that a 3-connected graph G with /(G)=0 has a 2-walk, which was proven by Brunet et al. [2] .
CONNECTIVITY
This section will describe some connectivity definitions and simple results that will be used in subsequent sections. Given a graph G, and an edge xy, let G+xy be either G, if G already contains the edge xy, or the graph of G with the edge xy added. Given an edge : of a graph G, let G } : be the graph obtained from G by contracting :. For a 3-connected graph G, let an edge : of G be contractible if G } : is 3-connected. Given a vertex x of a graph G, adjacent to exactly two vertices y and z, let the graph of G with x suppressed be equal to G&x+ yz. Given an edge : of a graph G, let G&: be G with : deleted, and let G : be the graph obtained from G&: by suppressing any end of : which had degree three in G. For a 3-connected graph G, let an edge : of G be removable if G : is 3-connected.
A simple result will be needed for the next section. The following lemma is attributed to folklore; the first published proof appears to be by Tutte (see [7] ).
Lemma 2.1. Every edge of a 3-connected graph of size at least five is either contractible or removable.
For Section 4, a simple result on some special structures is required. These structures will be defined by Fig. 1 . This figure uses some notation which needs to be defined. For a plane graph G, let the exterior face be the infinite face, while all others are interior. A labelled, embedded graph G has the structure indicated in the figure if it has the indicated graph S as a subgraph such that each hollow vertex h satisfies deg S (h)=deg G (h), each solid vertex s satisfies deg S (s)<deg G (s), and the interior faces of S are faces of G. The vertices with circles around them are called the marked corners of the structure, where if there is symmetry on how the structure can appear on a particular set of vertices of the graph, the marked corners are the ones with the lowest labels. For each marked corner x of S, the sides of S associated with x are its two hollow neighbors in S. The thick edges are called the marked edges of the structure. According to these definitions, let the 3-cube structure be either of the first two structures of Fig. 1 . Let the 4-cube, 5-cube, and hex structures be as indicated in Fig. 1 . Let a cube structure be any 3-, 4-, or 5-cube. Let the center of a cube be the hollow vertex in the figure which is adjacent to at least two other hollow vertices. Let the center of a hex be the face of degree six in the figure.
The next lemma will be used in the construction of trestles in Section 4. Its proof is not complicated.
Lemma 2.2. If a 2-connected graph has a cube or a hex, then the graph with the marked edges deleted is also 2-connected.
REDUCIBILITY
Let a graph be k-minimal if it is a 3-connected graph on the fewest edges that has no k-trestle. This section will determine some of the structure of a k-minimal graph.
Let a vertex of a graph be k-minor if it has degree at most k, otherwise, let it be k-major. In determining whether a graph has a k-trestle, k-minor vertices are important, since all of their incident edges are allowed in the k-trestle. A triangle is a circuit on three vertices. A k-edge is an edge xy such that each of x and y is adjacent to two k-minor vertices not in [x, y] (these pairs may overlap). Barnette [1] proved that no 15-minimal planar graph contains a triangle or a 15-edge. His proofs carry through to the general case (see [1] ).
Lemma 3.1 (Barnette) . For k 6, no k-minimal graph contains a triangle.
Lemma 3.2 (Barnette). For k 6, no k-minimal graph contains a k-edge.
It is useful to exclude one more structure. A k-minor 4-path is a path (not necessarily induced) on four k-minor vertices.
Lemma 3.3. For k 6, no k-minimal graph contains a k-minor 4-path.
Proof. Let k be an integer such that k 6. Let G be a k-minimal graph. Assume G contains a k-minor 4-path uvwx. Since G is k-minimal, and k 6, |V(G)| 8. By Lemma 2.1, the edge vw is either contractible or removable.
First, consider the case where vw is contractible. Let S be a k-trestle of G } vw, by the k-minimality of G. Let T be the spanning subgraph of G with the same edge set as S. Let U :=T+uv+vw+wx. Clearly, the maximum degree of U is at most k, since each of u, v, w, x is a k-minor vertex. Since G has no triangles, U is 2-connected.
In the other case, vw is removable. Let A be a k-trestle of G vw, from the k-minimality of G. Let B :=A+uv+vw+wx, with the following modifications: If the neighbors of v are precisely [u, w, y], and uy appears in A, replace it by uv and vy in B. If the neighbors of w are precisely [v, x, z] , and xz appears in A, replace it by wx and wz in B. Clearly, the maximum degree of B is at most k, since each of u, v, w, x is a k-minor vertex. Also, B is 2-connected; thus, G was not k-minimal after all. K 4. DISCHARGING Theorem 4.1 will be proven by the discharging method. Let an embedded graph G be charged if each vertex of degree j is given a charge of 4& j, and each face of degree d is given a charge of 4&d (the charge of an element (vertex or face) x will be referred to as charge(x)). The following lemma is the basic premise of the discharging method.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a charged (connected ) graph which is embedded in a surface of Euler characteristic /. Then :
Proof. Assume the lemma is false. Let 7 be a surface of maximum Euler characteristic / where the lemma is false. Let G be a charged (connected) graph embedded on 7 not satisfying the conclusion of the lemma.
Without loss of generality, these boundary of each face is connected, or else cutting the surface around one of the components (which by itself has, say, degree c) of the boundary of such a face of degree d, and then closing off each hole with a disk yields an embedding of G on a surface of Euler characteristic /$ /+1. The face of degree d is replaced by two faces of degree c and d&c. This increases the sum of the charges by 4, but this is offset by the increase of 4 from 4/ to 4/$.
Without loss of generality, each face is an open 2-cell, or else this embedding of G on 7 is also an embedding of G on a surface of Euler characteristic /$>/, where each face has the same degree. From the maximality of /, G satisfies
Thus Euler's formula states that v&e+ f=/. This may be restated as 4v&4e+4f =4/, or 4v&2e+4f &2e=4/. Since x # V deg(x)=2e, and
=4/, which yields the conclusion of the lemma. K Let a face A of an embedded graph G be a big face if deg(A) 5. Note that the big faces of a charged graph are precisely the faces with negative charge. If a vertex x is in the boundary of a face A, let x and A be adjacent.
Let an embedded k-minimal graph G be simply discharged if it is first charged, and then a function simple(x) is defined by locally redistributing the charges according to the following two rules: (where M is the set of k-major vertices of G ):
1. Send 2 3 from each k-minor vertex to each of its k-major neighbors. 2. Send 1 3 from each k-minor vertex which has at most one k-major neighbor to each of its k-minor neighbors.
Let an embedded graph G be complexly discharged according to a labelling f if it is first charged, and then a function complex(x) is defined by locally redistributing the charges according to the following five rules:
1. Send 1 3 from each k-minor vertex to each adjacent k-major vertex or big face.
2. Send &1 from each big face F to each 2-vertex of G(F )"M, unless deg(F)=6, and F is not the center of a hex; in this case, send & 3 from each 3-vertex which is adjacent to exactly two k-major vertices and no big faces to its k-minor neighbor.
4. Send 1 from each k-minor vertex which has no k-major neighbors to each of its neighbors of degree at least four. Let an element of a discharged graph be overcharged if its discharged value is positive. For a graph G, let 2(G) be the maximum degree of G.
Send
Proof. For / 0, Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 1.1. Let / &1 be given. Assume that the theorem is false. If / &10, let k :=6&2/. If &9 / &5, let k :=8&2/. If &4 / &1, let k :=10&2/. Let G be a k-minimal graph embeddable on a surface of Euler characteristic /. Let M be the set of k-major vertices of G. Let f be a bijection from V(G) to [1, ..., |V(G )|], called the labels of the vertices. By Lemma 3.1, G has no triangles. By Lemma 3.2, G has no k-edge. By Lemma 3.3, G has no k-minor 4-path.
Case 1. G Has Two Adjacent k-Major Vertices
Let G be simply discharged. Since G has no triangles, each face of G is of degree at least four and thus is not overcharged.
Let x be a k-minor vertex. If x has at least two k-major neighbors, it sends out at least 4 3 by Rule 1, and, since G has no k-minor 4-path, it receives at most 1 3 by Rule 2; thus it is not overcharged. If x has exactly one k-major neighbor, it sends out 2 3 by Rule 1 and at least 2 3 by Rule 2; thus it is not overcharged. If x has no k-major neighbors, it sends out at least 1 by Rule 2; thus it is not overcharged.
Note that each k-major vertex m has charge at most 4& 1 3 deg(m), by Rule 1. Since / &1, it follows that deg(m)>k 12, and m is not overcharged. Since G has no k-edge and has two adjacent k-major vertices, there is one k-major vertex v of G which is adjacent to at most one k-minor vertex. Thus simple(v) 14 3 &deg(v). Also, v is adjacent to at least k major vertices, and |M | >k.
If / &5, then k 18, and |M| 19. Also, each k-major vertex has degree at least 7&2/. This, together with the above, gives the following inequality:
If &4 / &1, then k 12, and |M| 13. Also, each k-major vertex has degree at least 11&2/. This with the above shows that 
Case 2. G Has No Two Adjacent k-Major Vertices
Since G is 3-connected and has no k-minor 4-path, |M | 3. Since G has no two adjacent k-major vertices, each vertex in M is adjacent to at least three k-minor vertices. Since G has no k-edge, each k-minor vertex which is adjacent to a k-major vertex is adjacent to at most one k-minor vertex. Consider a component K of H :=G&M.
Suppose that K has a (k-minor) vertex x which is not adjacent to a k-major vertex. Since G is 3-connected, x has at least three neighbors. Since G has no triangle, no two of these neighbors are adjacent. Since G has no k-minor 4-path, each neighbor of x is adjacent to no k-minor vertex besides x. Thus there is a p 3 such that K is isomorphic to
Suppose that each vertex of K is adjacent to a k-major vertex. As mentioned previously, each vertex of K is thus adjacent to at most one k-minor vertex, and thus K has at most two vertices. If K has two vertices, then since G is 3-connected, each of the vertices of K is adjacent to at least two k-major vertices, and since G has no triangle, in this case |M | 4.
For each component K of H, let the associated bridge of K be the subgraph of G induced by the edges of G which are incident with vertices of K. Note that since G has no two adjacent k-major vertices, each edge of G belongs to the associated bridge of exactly one component of H. Let the attachments of K be the set of vertices of the associated bridge of K which are not vertices of K. Note that each attachment of K is in M. Also, for X/M, let K(X ) be the set of components C of H not isomorphic to K 1 or K 2 , such that X equals the attachments of the associated bridge of C. Thus, [K(X ) : X/M ] is a partition of the components of H not isomorphic to
It is useful to find a large bipartite minor of G, where one part is equal to M. This can be accomplished as follows: Nothing needs to be done to components of H isomorphic to K 1 . For each component C of H isomorphic to K 2 , G will be modified by contracting the edge of C. For each other component of H, a path will be chosen from the associated bridge of this component from its center c to one of its attachments m. This path clearly has exactly one interior vertex z. Then G will essentially be modified by contracting this path; the next paragraphs give the precise modification, as well as a method of choosing the path.
Let X/M be given. Let C # K(X ) be given. The non-center vertices of C have degree at least three in G. The first step is to consider a subgraph where each non-center vertex of C has degree precisely three in G. All of the edges incident with the center are important; none is deleted. Two k-major vertices will thus be chosen. For each non-center vertex x of C, let the good neighbors of x, called gv(x), be the set of the two k-major neighbors of x with the highest labels. Let A(C ) be the graph induced by the edges from each non-center vertex x to gv(x) and to the center. Let B(C ) :=A(C) _ X. Thus, B(C ) is a spanning subgraph of the associated bridge of C where each non-center vertex of C has degree three.
If a graph is formed from B(C ) by identifying the center with one of the vertices of X, each non-center vertex of C will have either degree two or three in this new graph. A vertex of X needs to be chosen such that in performing this identification, the number of degree three vertices is maximized; the degree two vertices are not useful and must be deleted. Let s(C ) be the number of non-center vertices of C. Let m(C ) be the maximum of s(C )&deg B(C ) (x) over all x # X. Let b be the vertex of X which has minimum degree in B(C ). Identifying the center and b maximizes the number of degree three vertices, since the degree two vertices are precisely the neighbors of b in B(C ). The maximum number of degree three vertices in an identification is m(C).
Identifying two vertices does not necessarily produce a graph which is a minor of the original graph. If a path between the two vertices is contracted, a minor is produced. Such a path between the center and b is easily found in G, since X is the set of attachments of C. If possible, let P be a path in B(C) from the center to b. If b has degree zero in B(C ), this is not possible. Instead, let P be any path on two edges from the center to b. In the latter case, contracting P does not yield the same number of degree three vertices as identifying the center and b. Thus, let the number of good non-center vertices of C, called gc(C ), be the minimum of m(C ) and s(C )&1.
Modify B(C ) as follows. Let z be the interior vertex of P. Delete z, the center, and all neighbors of b in B(C ). Add edges from b to all remaining non-center vertices. This creates a graph BP(C ) which consists of X and gc(C ) degree three vertices adjacent only to vertices in X. In G, replace the associated bridge of C with BP(C ).
If this process is repeated for each element of K(X ), then a minor is formed with a large number of degree three vertices adjacent only to vertices in X. This number is precisely g(X ) :
For i 3, let j i be the number of components of H isomorphic to K 1 or K 2 whose associated bridges have i attachments. Let A :=[S : S/M, |S| 3]. Since |M| 3, A is non-empty. Let h :=j 3 + R # A g(R ). By the construction above, G has a bipartite minor with one partition equal to M, and the other having h 3-vertices, and for i 4, j i i-vertices.
Case 2A. Assume |M| =3, say M=[a, b, c]. In this case, K 3, h is a minor of G. Assume that the embedding of K 3, h inherited from G has f faces. Clearly, K 3, h has 3+h vertices and 3h edges. Since K 3, h is bipartite, each of its faces has degree at least four, and thus 2f 3h. Since /(G)=/, Euler's formula gives (3+h)&(3h)+ f /, or 3&2h+ f /, or 2f 4h& 6+2/. Combining this with the above gives 3h 4h&6+2/, or h 6&2/. Now a (6&2/)-trestle T of G will be constructed. Let V(T) :=V(G ) (thus T spans G ). The edge set of T will now be constructed:
Let C be a component of H isomorphic to K 1 . Let x be its vertex. Add ax, bx, cx to E(T).
Let C # K(M ) be given, with center vertex z. Then for every
has the same gv(x), say [a, b] (the other cases are symmetric), then if x 0 is the vertex in V(C )"[z] with the highest label, delete ax 0 from E(T) and add bx 0 to E(T ). For each y # M such that no edge has been added incident with y for this component, let x y be the vertex of C with lowest label which is adjacent to y; add x y y to E(T ). Note that, for C, each vertex in M has at most gc(C ) edges added to E(T ) which are incident with it.
By construction, 2(T) 6&2/, since h 6&2/. Since the degree of a k-major vertex is larger than that of a k-minor vertex, H has at least two components. Since each component of H yields a connected subgraph of T with edges to each of a, b, c, it follows that T is 2-connected.
Here G has a minor J such that J is bipartite, one part consisting of h vertices of degree three and j 4 vertices of degree four, while the other part has four vertices. Assume that the embedding of J inherited from G has f faces. Clearly, J has h+ j 4 +4 vertices and 3h+4j 4 edges. Since J is bipartite, each face has degree at least four, and 2f 3h+4j 4 . Since /(G )=/ and J is a minor of G, 
Let P := and f (x)> f (x P ), add ax, xz to E(T ). For each y # M such that no edge has been added incident with y for this component, let x y be the vertex of C with lowest label which is adjacent to y; add x y y to E(T ). Clearly, a total of at most w 2 3 gc(C )x edges have been added to b. Since n a, b +n a, c +n b, c = gc(C), it follows that a total of at most w 2 3 gc(C )x edges have been added to a as well.
The above argument shows that by means of this construction, for each vertex x # M, at most w 2 3 gc(C)x edges of the associated bridge of C which are incident with x are added to E(T ).
By construction, 2(T) 8&2/, since h+2j 4 8&2/. As in the previous case, it is easy to see that T is 2-connected.
Assume / &10. In this case, a (6&2/)-trestle is required. The only vertices of T which possibly have degree more than 6&2/ are those in M. By possibly modifying T, these degrees will also be shown to be small enough. First, note that the degrees of a, b, c, d in G are each at least 27, since they are k-major.
Assume g(M ) 4. Since w If there is a vertex x of C 1 adjacent to both a and c, then delete the edge cx from T, and add the edge ax. If there is no such vertex, then there is a vertex x of C 1 of degree one adjacent to c, and of degree at least three in T; here just delete the edge cx from T. Re-add the appropriate edges for C 2 corresponding to the bijection that takes a to d, b to c, and c to b. Modify the edges of T from C 2 the same as above, using the above renaming. This modification guarantees that the degrees of a, b, c, d are one less than the above bound, or that the modified T is a (6&2/)-trestle.
Since G is 3-connected, g(M ){1. Assume g(M )=0. If j 4 2, this lowers the bounds on the degrees of a, b, c, d by two; thus assume j 4 1. Thus for each x # M, J has at least 13 vertices of degree three adjacent to x. Here G has two distinct quads; each one, when modified, lowers the bounds on the degrees of a, b, c, d by one, and the modified T is a (6&2/)-trestle.
Here G has a minor J such that J is bipartite, one partition consisting of h vertices of degree three, j 4 vertices of degree four, and j 5 vertices of degree five, while the other partition is five vertices. Clearly, J has h+ j 4 + j 5 +5 vertices and 3h+4j 4 +5j 5 edges. As before, since J is bipartite, /(G )=/, and J is a minor of G, it follows that h+2j 4 +3j 5 10&2/. First, a (10&2/)-trestle of G will be constructed. Let V(T ) :=V(G).
Let C be a component of H isomorphic to K 1 or K 2 . Add every edge of G incident with a vertex of C to E(T ). For each C # K(X ) for | X| 4, add edges as in Case 2B, according to some bijection from [a, b, c, d ].
Let C # K(M ), with center vertex z. Without loss of generality, e is a vertex of M with lowest degree in B(C). 
(T ). If there is no
x with e # gv(x), let x e be the vertex of C with lowest label which is adjacent to e; add ex e to E(T ). Let n e be the degree of e in B(C ). (This is how many edges of B(C ) incident with e have been added to T.) Then the sum of the degrees (in B(C )) of the vertices in M is 2( gc(C )+n e ). Since e has the lowest degree, it follows that n e 2 5 (gc(C )+n e ), or n e 2 3 gc(C ). Since n e is an integer, it follows that n e w 2 3 gc(C )x. Thus it follows that each vertex in M has at most w 2 3 gc(C)x incident edges of B(C ) added to E(T). By construction, 2(T) 10&2/, since h+2j 4 +3j 5 10&2/. It is easy to see that T is 2-connected. Note that the bound on the maximum degree can be lowered by j 4 +2j 5 . Also, for C # K(R ), for R/M, |R| 4, the bound on the maximum degree can be lowered by W 1 3 gc(C )X. Let the total amount lowered in these fashions be p.
Assume &9 / &5. In this case, an (8&2/)-trestle is required. If p 2, the result is true; thus assume p 1. Note that the degrees of a, b, c, d, e in G are each at least 19. At least 19&4p of that does not contribute to p.
Let a triple be three vertices of J of degree three, such that each of a, b, c, d, e is adjacent to one of the three. Similar to the analysis for the quad, T can be modified to lower the maximum degree by one for each disjoint triple in J. Case checking shows that G has 2& p quads or 2& p triples.
If / &10, a (6&2/)-trestle is required. If p 4, the result is true; thus assume p 3. Note that the degrees of a, b, c, d, e in G are each at least 27 in this case. At least 27&4p of the degree of each does not contribute to p. Case checking shows that G has 4& p quads or 4& p triples.
Case 2D. |M | 6. Let G be complexly discharged according to f. Let F be a face of G. Remember that G has no triangles. If deg(F)=5, notice that since G has no k-minor 4-paths or two adjacent k-major vertices, Rule 2 cannot apply here, and F is not overcharged. If deg(F)=6, then F receives at most Let x be a k-minor vertex. Let q be the number of vertices that send charge to x by Rule 3.
Assume x has j 1 k-major neighbors. Assume deg(x) 4. Since j 1, and G has no two adjacent k-major vertices, q deg(x)&3. Since Rules 4 and 5 do not apply to x,
Assume deg(x)=3. If j=1, since G has no k-minor 4-path and no two adjacent k-major vertices, x is adjacent to at least two big faces, and q=0; thus x is not overcharged. Assume j=2. Since G has no two adjacent k-major vertices, q=0. If x is adjacent to at least one big face, it sends out at least 1 by Rule 1 and is not overcharged. If x is adjacent to no big faces, it sends out , which is at most zero unless q 2, i=3, or q=1 and i 1. If q 2, then x is the center of a 3-cube, and sends out enough by Rule 5 not to be overcharged. In the other cases, either x is the center of a 3-cube as before, or x is adjacent to a big face, and sends out enough by Rules 1 and 2, or else is adjacent to the center of a hex, and sends out enough by Rule 5 combined with Rules 1 and 2.
Let y be a k-major vertex. For i # [1, 2] , let e i ( y) be the number of neighbors of y that send in i 3 to y. Note e 2 ( y) is even. Note that complex( y) = 4&(e 1 ( y)+e 2 ( y)) + Assume / &10. Assume there is a k-major vertex m such that e 1 (m)+ Assume each k-major vertex m satisfies e 1 (m)+ 
Assume &9 / &5. As in the previous case, if there is a k-major vertex m such that e 1 (m)+ 
CONSTRUCTIONS
The graphs which have no (5&2/)-trestle will be constructed from K n, 3 , the complete bipartite graph with parts of sizes n and 3. The orientable and non-orientable genera of these graphs were found by Ringel [9, 10] .
Lemma 5.1 (Ringel) . For every even n>3, /(K n, 3 )= Theorem 5.1. For every integer / 2, and for each surface 7 of Euler characteristic /, there is a 3-connected graph G that embeds on 7 and has no (5&2/)-trestle.
Proof. Let integer / 2 be given; let a surface 7 of Euler characteristic / be given. Let n :=6&2/. By Lemma 5.1, /(K n, 3 )=/. Let G :=K n, 3 , embedded on 7. For G, v=n+3=9&2/ and e=3n=18&6/. By Euler's formula, v&e+ f=/, or f =/&(9&2/)+(18&6/)=9&3/. Since G is bipartite and since 2e=4f, each face of G is of degree four. Let J be the embedded graph obtained from G by embedding two new vertices in each face, adding edges from each of those new vertices to the two n-vertices adjacent to the face, and then, keeping it an embedding on 7, adding one edge from each new vertex to the 3-vertex of G which shares a face with it. Note that J is 3-connected.
Let S be a 2-connected spanning subgraph of J. Each vertex of V(J )"V(G ) is adjacent in S to at least one vertex which had degree n in G. Thus the three vertices of G of degree n are together incident to at least 2f =18&6/ edges in J. This implies that one of the vertices of G of degree n is of degree at least 1 3 (18&6/)=6&2/. K 6. INTERIOR COMPONENT THREE-CUTS Lemma 6.2 will be used in Section 7 to construct 3-trestles for torus and Klein bottle graphs. The following lemma, which appears in [11] , will be used in the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.1 (Sanders) . If G is a 4-connected planar graph, and xyz is a triangle of G, then G&x& y&z has a 2-trestle. Some definitions will be useful in the proof. Define the exterior vertices (edges) of a plane graph G to be the vertices (edges) in the boundary of its exterior (infinite) face. Given a 2-connected plane graph G, let X G be the circuit bounding the exterior face of G. Given a plane graph G, an interior component 3-cut S of G is a minimal vertex cut of G such that |S| 3, and such that there is a component of G "S that contains no exterior vertices of G.
If H, J are subgraphs of a graph G, then let each bridge of H _ J in G which has at least one vertex of H and at least one vertex of J be called an (H, J)-connector in G. Let a non-trivial bridge of X in G be a bridge containing a vertex in V(G )"V(X ). Given a vertex j of J, let the (H, J)-group at j in G be the union of all non-trivial (H, J)-connectors in G which contain j.
Deviating slightly from the standard definition, let a 2-separation of a graph G be an ordered triple (A, B, Z ) such that A and B are subgraphs of G and Z is a set of vertices of G such that, Proof. The proof will be by induction on the number of vertices of G. Clearly, the lemma is true for graphs with at most four vertices. Let G be a 2-connected plane graph with no interior component 3-cuts satisfying |V(X G )| 4. Let x, y be exterior vertices of G. One referee noted that a generalization of Lemma 6.2 follows from it as a corollary. Given a non-trivial bridge B of a subgraph S, let the attachments of B be the vertices of B & S. The result is that if G is a 2-connected plane graph, and x, y are exterior vertices of G, then G has a 2-connected subgraph T of maximum degree at most three which contains all of the exterior edges of G, such that deg T (x)=2, deg T ( y)=2, and every bridge of T in G has at most three attachments. The result is easily proven by replacing the interior component of each maximal interior component 3-cut (meaning the interior component is maximized) with a clique on the cut, using Lemma 6.2 to find an appropriate 3-trestle T of the resultant graph, and for each edge of T not in G, replacing it with an appropriate path in the interior component, which is easily found by the standard techniques appearing in, for example, [11, 14, 16] (see also Lemma 7.2).
RESULTS FOR FOUR-CONNECTED GRAPHS
For a disk D, let cl(D ) be the closure of D. Given a circuit C of a graph G embedded in a surface 7 other than the sphere, if C is the boundary of a closed disk D of 7, then let G(C ) :=G & D.
Let G be a 2-connected graph embedded in a surface 7, and let D 1 be a disk in 7 with a circuit C 1 of G as its boundary. Then a disk D in 7 is a maximal disk associated with D 1 if:
(2) the boundary of D is a circuit of G; (1) and (2), then D contains at least as many faces of the embedding of G in 7 as D$ does.
As before, given a graph G, a subgraph S of G, and a component K of G"S, let the attachments of K be the vertices of S adjacent in G to vertices of K. Also, let the associated bridge of K be the subgraph of G induced by the set of all edges of G incident to at least one vertex of K. Let the attachments of the associated bridge of K be the attachments of K.
Let a vertex x of an embedded graph G be given. From the embedding, there is a cyclic ordering of the edges incident with x. Each incidence of a face of G with x specifies a gap between two edges in this cyclic ordering. Thus, k incidences of faces with x partitions the edges incident with x into k sequences. Given k 1 incidences of faces with x, let G be split at x according to these incidences if x is replaced with k new vertices, each incident with one of the sequences of edges mentioned above. This increases the number of vertices of G by k&1, does not affect the number of edges, and does not increase the number of faces. Let S i be B i after splitting each of its attachments according to its incidences with faces of B i which are not faces of G. Let s i be the total number of vertices of S i which are not vertices of B i ; note that s i is also the number of walks of B i between two of its attachments which are incident with a face of B i not in G. Since there is at least one face of B i which is not a face of G, for each i # [1, ..., c], Euler's formula applied to S i states that
Let E x and F x be the sets of extra edges and faces, respectively, meaning the edges and faces of G which are embedded in neither cl(D ) nor in any B i . Let e x and f x be their respective cardinalities. One more inequality is needed. Note that each extra face is bounded by three types of boundary pieces: edges of C, extra edges, and paths of a B i between two of its attachments. Since each extra edge is incident with two extra faces, and each other boundary piece is incident with one extra face, the sum over all extra faces of the boundary pieces that they are incident with is k+2e x +s. Since D is maximal, each extra face is adjacent to at least two boundary pieces which are not edges of C. Thus, the sum over all extra faces of the boundary pieces that they are incident with is at least 2f x +k. Combining, k+2e x +s 2f x +k, or &2e x +2f x s, or &e x + f x wsÂ2x.
Since v=v$+v", e=e$+e"+e x , and f =f $+ f "+ f x , adding the above inequalities gives v&e+ f 1+c&WsÂ2X. Since v&e+ f=0, this gives 1+c&WsÂ2X 0. Since G is 4-connected, for each i # [1, ..., c], it follows that a i 4, and thus s i 4. Summing gives s 4c, or WsÂ2X 2c. Substituting that above gives 1+c&2c 0, or c 1, or c=1. Thus, there is only one component A 1 of G&cl(D ), with associated bridge B 1 . Substituting c=1 in the above inequality gives 2&WsÂ2X 0, or WsÂ2X 2, or s 4, or s=4. Thus, B 1 has precisely four attachments.
To complete the proof of the lemma, note that all the inequalities used must hold as equalities. In particular, v"&e"+ f "=c&s, and thus (v 1 +s 1 )&e 1 +( f 1 +1)=2. The embedding of B 1 is plane, with only one face not in G. K The final result is found by combining Lemmas 6.2 and 7.1, using the following lemma (which appears in [12] ) in one special case.
Lemma 7.2 (Sanders). Given a 2-connected plane graph G, a face F of G, an edge : incident with F, and two vertices x and y of G such that :{xy, G has a path P from x to y containing : such that each bridge of P has at most three attachments, and each bridge of P containing an edge incident with F has two attachments.
Proof. Let G be a 4-connected graph embedded in a surface 7 of Euler characteristic at least zero. Without loss of generality, assume /(G )=/(7). If 7 is the sphere, note that Tutte [16] showed that G has a 2-trestle. If 7 is the projective plane, note that Thomas and Yu [14] showed that G has a 2-trestle. Thus, assume that /(7)=0.
Assume that not every face of G is a closed 2-cell. Thus, there is an essential closed curve K of 7 meeting G at only one vertex r. Since G is 4-connected, K is not separating. Since G is not projective plane, it follows that the subembedding of G&r inherited from G is plane, with two faces F 1 and F 2 , such that every neighbor of r is incident with either F 1 or F 2 . Since deg(r) 4, without loss of generality, r has two neighbors n 1 and n 2 which are incident with F 1 , and such that there is a path R in the boundary of F 1 from n 1 to n 2 such that no interior vertex of R is adjacent to r in G. Let : be an edge incident with F 2 which is not equal to n 1 n 2 . By Lemma 7.2, G&r has a path P from n 1 to n 2 through :, such that each bridge has at most three attachments, and each bridge containing an edge of F 2 has two attachments. Let Q :=P+r+n 1 r+n 2 r.
Let B be a non-trivial bridge of P in G&r. Since G is 4-connected, G&r is 3-connected. Thus, B has exactly three attachments, and further, does not contain an edge of F 2 . Also, since G is 4-connected, r is adjacent to a vertex of B; this vertex must be a vertex of F 1 , implying that B has at least two attachments on F 1 (since n 1 and n 2 are both on P ). If B had all three attachments on F 1 , since G&r is plane, all three are on one of the two paths of F 1 from n 1 to n 2 , which would contradict the 3-connectivity of G&r.
Summarizing the above paragraph, every non-trivial bridge of P in G&r has three attachments, precisely two of which are incident with F 1 . Thus, for each non-trivial bridge B, let o(B ) be the attachment of B not incident with F 1 . For distinct non-trivial bridges B 1 and B 2 , it follows that o(B 1 ){o(B 2 ), using the planarity of G&r, the properties of R as defined above, and the fact that P is a path. Let A be the set of all vertices a such that there is a bridge B of P in G&r such that o(B)=a.
Let an a # A be given. Let B(a) be the bridge of P in G&r that has o(B(a))=a. Let l(a) be the first vertex of B encountered traversing the boundary of F 1 clockwise from n 1 , and let r(a) be the first vertex of B(a) counterclockwise from n 1 . Thus, l(a) and r(a) are vertices of attachment of B(a). Let x be a vertex not in G. Let S be the set of vertices of B(a) incident with F 1 . Let Sx :=[sx : s # S] (a set of edges).
Using the 4-connectivity of G as before, G$=B(a)+al(a)+ar(a)+x+Sx is 2-connected, and by Lemma 6.2, G$ has a 3-trestle T(a) containing the edges al(a), ar(a), l(a)x, r(a)x, such that deg T(a) (x)=2, and deg T(a) (r(a) ) =2. Add T(a)&r(a)&x&al(a) to Q. If this is done for each a # A, a 3-trestle of G is formed, which follows as no a 1 {a 2 in A have l(a 1 )=l(a 2 ), using the fact that each concerned bridge contains a vertex adjacent to r in G.
Thus, without loss of generality, G is a closed 2-cell embedded in 7. Assume that there is a circuit C of G bounding a disk D of 7 such that V(G )=V (G(C ) ). Since G is 4-connected, G(C) has no interior component 3-cuts, and | X G(C ) | 4. By Lemma 6.2, G(C ) (and thus G) has a 3-trestle.
Let C 1 be a circuit of G bounding a face F of G. By Lemma 7.1, there is a circuit C of G bounding a disk D of 7 such that there is a component of G "C with associated bridge B which satisfies V(G(C )) _ V(B )=V(G ), B has four attachments, and the embedding of B is a plane embedding with each attachment exterior. Assume the attachments are 
